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Description: Reports can include market size information, market access strategies, market share, export and import information, market analysis, market trends, competition, domestic production, best sales prospects, statistical data, tariffs, regulations, distribution and business practices, end-user analysis, trade shows and contact points.

Who should purchase?
- Designed for business or market research managers who are developing and achieving domestic & international objectives.
- Pertinent for senior decision makers and executives working on international assignments

Why should you purchase?
- To help grasp the dynamics of a particular market and both appreciate & plan for according to those dynamics.
- To gain insight into international and cross-cultural aspects of doing business in a global context
- Reports are specialized and cost effective.

Contents:
- Summary
- Market Demand
- Market Data
- Key Suppliers
- Prospective Buyers
- Public Sector
- Private Sector
- Market Entry
- Market Issues and Obstacles
- Labeling
- Trade Event
- Resources and Contacts
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  Research and Markets,
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  Dublin 8,
  Ireland.
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To place an order via fax simply print this form, fill in the information below and fax the completed form to 646-607-1907 (from USA) or +353-1-481-1716 (from Rest of World). If you have any questions please visit http://www.researchandmarkets.com/contact/
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